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Abstract—Formal Concept Analysis is a theoretical framework which structures a set of objects described by properties. Formal Concept Analysis is a classification technique that takes data sets of objects and their attributes, and extracts relations between these objects according to the attributes they share. This structure reveals and categorizes commonalities and variability in a canonical form. From this canonical form, other structures can be derived, that can be more or less complex. In this paper, we revisit two papers from the literature of the software product line domain. We point to key contributions and limits of the representation of variability by concept lattices, with illustrative examples. We present tools to implement the approach and open a discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studying variability in domain and software is a key issue of product line engineering. From this study, a designer may identify commonalities and variants of products, and be guided at improving its structure. Several papers have been published on that topic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. Two of them ([3] [7]) emphasize the use of Formal Concept Analysis [11] as a tool for understanding and extracting variability, but we think that they do not fully exploit the approach.

In this paper, we recall the main characteristics of FCA (Section II) that are valuable for variability analysis and representation (Section III). We also present simple algorithms for building concept structures, to help detect similar algorithms that may appear in the literature and to clarify the construction. We recall how concept structures have been used in [3] [7]. At last, we revisit two recent representative papers on variability in the light of concept structures (Section IV). We conclude and draw perspectives for this work in Section V.

II. CONCEPT LATTICES: A FRAMEWORK FOR EXPRESSING COMMONALITIES AND VARIABILITY

Galois lattices [12] and concept lattices [11] are core structures of a data analysis framework (Formal Concept Analysis, or FCA for short) for extracting an ordered set of concepts from a dataset, called a Formal Context, composed of objects described by attributes. This data analysis framework is currently applied to support various tasks, including information retrieval [13], data mining [14], building or maintaining class hierarchies in object-oriented software [15], software understanding [16] or ontology alignment [17]. In this section, we present the basics of FCA, and we highlight some of the properties of FCA that are useful for variability structuring.

Definition 2.1 (Formal Context): A formal context is a triple \( K = (O, A, R) \) where \( O \) and \( A \) are sets (objects and attributes, respectively) and \( R \) is a binary relation, i.e., \( R \subseteq O \times A \).

Choosing the right objects, the right attributes and the right relation is a key modelling issue that strongly impacts the analysis. Attributes are often dependent one from another, and this dependency has to be reflected in the relation. A fine representation has to be designed when attributes are numbers. Objects (resp. attributes) may have to be grouped, etc.

In the context of software product lines, a main idea is that software products can be described by artifacts (from analysis diagrams, code, or documentation) or identified high-level features. As it is one of the approaches we want to consider in the light of FCA, we use the example from [8] to illustrate the notion of Formal Context. In this example, 8 products (bank systems) are described by construction primitives, corresponding to the creation of main artifacts (packages, classes, attributes and operations). Products constitute the rows of the Table I, while construction primitives constitute the columns. In the other example we will consider [9], wiki systems (rows) are described by their characteristics (columns) as shown in Table IV.

Definition 2.2 (Formal Concept): Given a formal context \( K = (O, A, R) \), a formal concept is a pair \((E, I)\) composed of an object set \(E \subseteq O\) and an attribute set \(I \subseteq A\). \(E = \{o \in O | \forall a \in I, (o, a) \in R\}\) is the extent of the concept, \(I = \{a \in A | \forall o \in E, (o, a) \in R\}\) is the intent of the concept.

Definition 2.3 (Concept Specialization Order): Given a formal context \(K = (O, A, R)\), and two formal concepts \(C_1 = (E_1, I_1)\) and \(C_2 = (E_2, I_2)\) of \(K\), the concept specialization order \(\leq_s\) is defined by \(C_1 = (E_1, I_1) \leq_s C_2 = (E_2, I_2)\) if and only if \(E_1 \subseteq E_2\) (and equivalently \(I_2 \subseteq I_1\)). \(C_1\) is called a subconcept of \(C_2\), \(C_2\) is called a super-concept of \(C_1\).
TABLE I. A FORMAL CONTEXT DESCRIBING BANK SYSTEMS BY CONSTRUCTION PRIMITIVES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Intent</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product1Bank</td>
<td>CreatePackage(bs)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product2Bank</td>
<td>CreateClass(Bank, bs)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product3Bank</td>
<td>CreateClass(Account, bs)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product4Bank</td>
<td>CreateOperation(deposit, Account)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product5Bank</td>
<td>CreateAttribute(name, Account)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product6Bank</td>
<td>CreateAttribute(amount, Account)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product7Bank</td>
<td>CreateAttribute(id, Account)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product8Bank</td>
<td>CreateAttribute(cons, Bank)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. CONCEPT_12 IN FIGURE 1 (i.e., FORMAL CONCEPT EXAMPLE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Intent</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept 0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept 10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product1Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product2Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product3Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product4Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product5Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product6Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product7Bank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition 2.4 (Concept Lattice): Let $C_K$ be the set of all concepts of a formal context $K$. This set of concepts provided with the specialization order ($C_K, \subseteq_s$) has a lattice structure, and is called the concept lattice associated with $K$.

Figure 1 shows the concept lattice associated with the formal context of Table I.
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For example, Concept 9 is a subconcept of Concept 12 (cf. Table II and Table III). Due to this specialization order definition, an evident property is that a subconcept owns (inherits in top-down manner) the attributes of its super-concepts, while a super-concept owns (inherits in bottom-up manner) the objects of its subconcepts. This is why, for simplicity’s sake, most lattice representations show attributes (resp. objects) solely where they are introduced (not repeating the inherited ones). They are said to show the simplified intents and simplified extents.
algorithms for building concept lattices are cited and compared in [23]. Algorithms for building AOC-posets are introduced and compared in [24], except for the more recent one [25]. Most of the existing tools are referenced from the web page of Uta Priss [26]. For this paper, we used the eclipse eRCA platform [27].

III. PROPERTIES OF THE CONCEPT LATTICE AND THE AOC-POSET WITH REGARD TO VARIABILITY

Now that definitions have been given, we can, in the tracks of [3] [7], highlight some interesting properties of concept lattices or AOC-posets with regard to variability. Note that [3] uses the concept lattice, [7] prefers to use the lattice reduced to attribute concepts (that we call the AOC-poset for attribute concept poset). In these two papers, a formal context describes the products through their high-level features rather than artifacts extracted from source code or construction primitives, but their underlying principles remain the same. These structures (often referred in the following as concept structures) contain many information about both products and the way attributes are present in these products. Lessons can also be learnt about relations among attributes (for example implications), that are true for the considered products.

Commonalities are found in the top concept. They correspond to artifacts that are always present or mandatory features [3]. If some attributes appear in the bottom concept, this means they are never used in products (dead features) [3]. Mutually exclusive features (or artifacts) can be recognized in the concept lattice using the meet (denoted by \( \sqcap \)) lattice operation ([3]), or computing the greatest lower bounds in the AOC-poset. If a feature \( f_1 \) is introduced in concept \( C_1 \), a feature \( f_2 \) is introduced in concept \( C_2 \) and \( C_1 \perp C_2 = \perp \), that is, if the bottom of the lattice is
the greatest lower bound of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), the two features never occur together in a product. In the lattice of Figure 1, CreateOperation(withdrawWithLimit, Account) and CreateOperation(withdrawWithoutLimit, Account) are introduced in Concept 3 and Concept 6 respectively. The two concepts meet at the bottom concept in the lattice, or never meet in the AOC-poset, meaning they are exclusive alternatives. **Required relations** can also be easily obtained in the concept structure [7]. Data mining research often uses a property of concept structures to extract implication rules: when an attribute (a feature or an artifact) \( a_1 \) is introduced in a subconcept of the concept that introduces another attribute \( a_2 \), there is an implication: \( a_1 \rightarrow a_2 \). This also means that if two attributes \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are introduced in the same concept, \( a_1 \leftrightarrow a_2 \) (they are co-occurrence). In [7], authors propose an algorithm to extract all the implications from the AC-poset. For example, in the lattice of Figure 3, storage \( \leftrightarrow \) unicode (from Concept 6) and License/GPL2 \( \rightarrow \) Language_PHP. To mine **implications with negations** (called exclude constraints in [9]), we use the meet of the introducers of the two involved features. For example, the meet of Concept 11 which introduces LicenseCostFree_DifferentLicenses and Concept 4 which introduces License/GPL is the bottom. We can thus deduce that \( \text{LicenseCostFree}_\text{DifferentLicenses} \rightarrow \neg\text{License/GPL} \).

We enrich this set of properties already noticed by [3] [7] by a few original ones, we believe will be useful in future work using FCA for variability representation. First, the simplified intents of concepts correspond to variability blocks. We can hypothesize these blocks contain both main features and alternatives. In Figure 2, the intent of Concept 9 effectively corresponds to a feature (conversion), but the intent of Concept 8 acts more as a miscellanea that should be redivided using extra information, as linguistic information or code dependencies.

Then, the presence of products in concept extents and their position in the concept structure have been under-exploited although they might reveal important information on the product variants. A concept’s support (number of objects in the extent) is often used in data-mining as one of the indicators on implication and association rules. We should consider it as an interesting measure on variability blocks. For example, the concept structure helps identify the variability blocks (and their corresponding features) that are often shared (e.g., Storage, Unicode shared by 7 wikis) and those that are rare (e.g., Language_Java which we can find only in Confluence).

If the products are successive versions, analyzing concept extents may help identify evolution patterns: blocks of features that appear in a version, that disappear, that disappear then reappear, etc. In very large software product lines, only frequent variability blocks can be extracted, using the iceberg lattices [28], to have a simplified view. Besides, indicative relationships between products can be read directly from the concept structure. Generally speaking, we can say that the concept structure is a kind of classification of products with regard to exposed features. If two products are in the same simplified extent (e.g., in the wiki lattice in Figure 3, the extent of Concept 14 contains both DokuWiki and PmWiki), these products have an equivalent set of features (or artifacts). One may replace the other in some cases. If a product \( p_1 \) (e.g., Product8Bank in Concept 7) is introduced in a subconcept of a concept that introduces a product \( p_2 \) (e.g., Product2Bank in Concept 1), \( p_1 \) adds new features to \( p_2 \). The concept structure also reveals that a product merges the features of several other products (e.g., Product3Bank merges artifacts from Product5Bank and Product8Bank). Similarity between products can be measured with a proximity measure in the concept structure like it has been done for ontologies [29], using various variants of path length calculus or set comparison operations on the intents of the involved concepts. Incompatible products can be revealed by having the meet of their introducer concepts at the bottom (or nothing).

The concept structure also produces concepts that do not correspond to existing products but to suggested abstract products that can be built by navigating the concept structure. For example, Concept 12 in lattice 1. Such products could be interesting and relatively cheap to develop as they conform to the product line definition and would be alternate feature combinations that might be interesting for software products’ customers.

Some patterns in the concept structure may be of interest to structure the whole software product family. For example, some lattices are disconnected into smaller pieces when removing the top and the bottom concepts. In this case, we obtain an **horizontal decomposition** of the lattice, that may help find sub-families among software products (a.k.a. product ranges).

This view on variability has its limits. First, it is very **dependent on the set of products** that are considered, and a kind of "closed world assumption" is made. Moreover, as noticed in [8], separating variability blocks that constitute concepts into features needs extra information. In some cases, we believe this extra information should be available early, to be included in the formal context itself, so as to be treated uniformly when extracting variability. Besides, the structure of the **feature tree is not directly in the lattice**, except if a wise encoding is used for formal contexts that embeds the feature structure (cf. illustrative details on the wiki example below).

**IV. REVISITING SOME SPL REVERSE ENGINEERING APPROACHES IN THE LIGHT OF FCA**

Several approaches extract features or feature models from products or domains including [1] [4] [5] [6] [2]. Our objective is not to be exhaustive and we do not pretend that concept structures are useful for or underlying all the approaches. We choose to focus on two representative approaches (where concept structures might be interesting to look at) to have enough space to go into details and open a discussion. We use the first approach to show that detected variability can sometimes be mapped into concepts of the concept structure. As for the second approach, it is used to raise the question of the potential complementarity of concept structures and feature models.

**A. FCA as a framework (Ziadi et al. [8])**

Authors of this paper propose an automatic approach for feature identification from source code for a set of product variants. They assume that the product variants use the same vocabulary to name packages, classes, attributes and methods.
They describe the products with construction primitives, as it has been shown in Table I. The recovered feature model contains a single mandatory feature that includes the common parts for all product variants’ source code, and optional features. What is interesting is a clever algorithm for variability block (feature) identification that we rephrase hereafter using our notations.

Let $K = (O, A, R)$ be the formal context between products and construction primitives (cf. Table I). $F$ is the resulting set, it will be composed of subsets of $A$. $R_{\text{work}}$ is initially the relation $R$. $R_{\text{work}}$ will evolve during the algorithm. Note that in the algorithm $\{a\}'$ and $\{a\}''$ are computed in $R_{\text{work}}$.

Algorithm 3: ComputeFeatures($R$)

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{Data: } $R$: a binary relation (a part of a formal context $K = (O, A, R)$)
\State \textbf{Result: } $F$: a set of subsets of attributes from $A$
\State $F \leftarrow \emptyset$
\State $R_{\text{work}} \leftarrow R$
\While{$R_{\text{work}} \neq \emptyset$}
\State $\text{mcp} \leftarrow \text{any element } a \in A \text{ with a maximal } \{|\{a\}'\}$
\State $\text{products} \leftarrow \{a\}' \cup \{a\}' \cup \{a\}' \cup \{a\}' \cup \{a\}'$
\State $f \leftarrow \{a\}'' \cup \{a\}'' \cup \{a\}'' \cup \{a\}'' \cup \{a\}''$
\State $R_{\text{work}} \leftarrow R_{\text{work}} \setminus \{(x, y) \text{ s.t. } x \in f\}$
\State $F \leftarrow F \cup \{f\}$
\EndWhile
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

This algorithm efficiently builds the simplified intents of the attribute concepts (Concepts 1, 5, 8, 9, 10 in Figure 2), going top-down: the attributes are considered from the most to the least frequent. When an attribute $a$ is considered, $\{a\}'$ is computed in $R_{\text{work}}$ and added to the result ($F$). This is equivalent to computing $\{a\}''$ in $R$ and then removing the attributes that are strictly more frequent than $a$ (that also are inherited attributes). This is thus the simplified intent of a concept.

This is an example where variability elements can be mapped to concepts of the concept structure, and this highlights their algorithm and gives foundations of their result in the FCA framework. For the specific application the authors chose in this paper, it was not necessary to build the whole structure. Anyway, this is interesting to know that with a slight modification of their algorithm (adding the edges of the conceptual structure), they could, for example, mine knowledge about mutually exclusive construction primitives.

B. FCA for a complementary view (Acher et al. [9])

This other paper we would like to elaborate on, takes product descriptions as its input and synthesizes a feature model. Products are described by characteristics (language, license, etc.) with different patterns on values (many-valued, one-valued, etc.). Table IV shows how we interpreted the values in a formal context. As the authors of the paper, we think that such an interpretation has to be guided by the user. In a sense, rather than building a feature model for each product and then assembling them, the formal context gathers product descriptions.

At first sight, with a concept structure approach, we might find it difficult to have a feature tree that resembles the author’s. Concept structures would not tell us what the main features and their variations are. But given that this information is included in the table itself (columns of the initial table in the paper, reproduced as columns without symbol _, in our formal context), the root and the first level of the feature model can be built. The lattice contains information to decide whether main features are mandatory (RSS, or License), optional (Language, or Storage), or alternatives (LicenseCostFree and Storage). It also makes it possible to know if feature values are xor groups (the values of License for example), or mutex (values of LicenseCostFree). Constraints can also be further deduced with specific lattice operations as we explained before. Of course, in the concept structure, as when authors assemble the feature models, we can read many things, but they remain assumptions that should be user-validated. For example, when considering two features (or feature values), introduced by two comparable concepts, we can deduce a real require constraint, but this situation can also be purely fortuitous.

Comparing theoretically the merging of feature models and what can be learned in the concept structure would really be interesting. We think that a hint in that direction might be to define, for any feature model, an equivalent (minimal if possible, but it is not necessary) representative set of products, and then to derive a concept structure from this object set. At least, we can say that merging the collection of feature models on one side and building the concept structure on the other side give us complementary views on variability.

| TABLE IV. A FORMAL CONTEXT DESCRIBING WIKI SYSTEMS BY CHARACTERISTICS. |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                  | License         | LicenseCostFree | LicenseCostFee | LicenseCostFree | LicenseCostFree | LicenseCostFree |
|                  | Storage         | StorageCost    | StorageCost    | StorageCost    | StorageCost    | StorageCost    |
|                  | Wiki            | WikiCost      | WikiCost      | WikiCost      | WikiCost      | WikiCost      |
|                  | MediaWiki       | MediaWikiCost | MediaWikiCost | MediaWikiCost | MediaWikiCost | MediaWikiCost |
|                  | Confluence      | ConfluenceCost | ConfluenceCost | ConfluenceCost | ConfluenceCost | ConfluenceCost |
|                  | PmWiki          | PmWikiCost    | PmWikiCost    | PmWikiCost    | PmWikiCost    | PmWikiCost    |
|                  | TbHelloWiki     | TbHelloWikiCost| TbHelloWikiCost| TbHelloWikiCost| TbHelloWikiCost| TbHelloWikiCost|
|                  | Tviki           | TvikiCost     | TvikiCost     | TvikiCost     | TvikiCost     | TvikiCost     |
|                  | DrupalWiki      | DrupalWikiCost| DrupalWikiCost| DrupalWikiCost| DrupalWikiCost| DrupalWikiCost|
|                  | Wiki            | WikiCost      | WikiCost      | WikiCost      | WikiCost      | WikiCost      |

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we focused on concept structures and the opportunities they offer for structuring variability. Concept structures can be seen a summary of known data (artifacts, features, etc.) for a set of products. Existing theory and algorithms
can be used to extract many information about variability (variability blocks, constraints, relationships between products, structure of the software product line, etc.) and cope with the intrinsic complexity of the whole concept lattice. We revisited two representative papers on variability extraction to show their commonality and complementarity with the concept structure view.

Some theoretical questions are raised on the relations between feature models and concept structures that we would like to explore into more details. We have discussed about extracting information from the concept structure in order to show their commonality and complementarity with the concept structure view.
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